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Abstract

This paper evaluatesways inwhich labour issues in global value

chains for medical gloves have been affected by, and addressed

through, the COVID-19 pandemic. It focuses on production in

Malaysia and supply to the United Kingdom’s National Health

Service and draws on a large-scale survey with workers and

interviews with UK government officials, suppliers and buyers.

Adopting a Global Value Chain (GVC) framework, the paper

shows how forced labour endemic in the sector was exacer-

bated during the pandemic in the context of increased demand

for gloves. Attempts at remediation are shown to operate

through both a reconfigured value chain inwhich power shifted

dramatically to the manufacturers and a context where pub-

lic procurement became higher in profile than ever before.

It is argued that the purchasing power of governments must

be leveraged in ways that more meaningfully address labour

issues, and that this must be part of value chain resilience.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper considers how longstanding and yet frequently overlooked labour issues in global value chains for medi-

cal gloves have been affected by, and addressed through, the COVID-19 pandemic. This has implications not only for

understanding the impacts of the crisis on global value chains, but also for grasping the changing ways in which labour

issues in the global economy are addressed through public sector procurement. It takes theMalaysian medical exam-

ination gloves industry and supply to the United Kingdom’s National Health Service (NHS) as its focus and draws on a

multi-sited study of this production network during the pandemic, specifically between August 2020 and April 2021.

We showhow the pandemic and the significant global increase in demand formedical gloves has altered the balance of

power between medical gloves manufacturers and government healthcare procurement agencies and has had impli-

cations for the nature and visibility of labour issues and the ways in which they are addressed. We draw on Gibson’s

(2021, p. 84) understanding of ‘multiple temporalities of vulnerability and resilience’ to appreciate how the acute cri-

sis of the COVID-19 pandemic and the shockwaves it sent through medical supply chains operates through waves of

other longer running challenges regarding social justice, economic resilience and shifting geopolitical landscapes.

Global networks for the production and supply of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) including medical gloves

had rarely been in the public eye prior to 2020 and barely featured in the large social science literature on globaliza-

tion and supply chains. A value chain literature predominantly researching and conceptualizing consumer goods sec-

tors andmarginalizing sectors such as PPE has emerged despite an estimated global market value for PPE of US$55.6

billion in 2019 before the pandemic (Grand View Research, 2020). Production and sourcing of medical gloves, aprons

and protective face wear such as shields, visors, goggles and respirator masks for several decades have followed sim-

ilar patterns of globalization to those for consumer goods such as fashion apparel, including significant production

in regions of low-cost labour (British Medical Association, 2021; Gereffi, 2020; Sandler et al., 2018). And yet, whilst

media, public and academic attention to global supply chains for consumer goods proliferated since the 1990s, com-

mentary on those for PPE and other medical equipment before the pandemic was very limited (for some examples,

see Bhutta, 2017; Nadvi, 2002; and Sandler et al., 2018). This has been partly due to the relatively low public pro-

file of intermediate goods and partly because the practices of government procurement have received far less critical

attention than the sourcing of consumer goods by brands (Hughes et al., 2019).

Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, however, that position has shifted dramatically with significant

increases in global demand for PPE to protect against viral transmission. Now, a bright spotlight shines on the produc-

tion and sourcing of PPE, raising pressing concerns about government as well as private sector procurement (Pattis-

son, 2020a; Truebaet al, 2021), about dependencyon international productionnetworks and Just-In-Timedistribution

systems for intermediate goods needed for healthcare and other service provision (Dallas et al., 2021; Gereffi, 2020),

about the environmental implications of huge volumes of disposable materials (Rizan et al., 2021) and about the con-

ditions of work for thousands of labourers enrolled in PPE production across the globe (Feinmann, 2020; Hutchinson

&Bhattacharya, 2021; Upsana Khadka, 2020a, 2020b). It is the realm of labour standards, including specific problems

of forced labour, in global PPE production that our paper addresses. We particularly focus on working conditions in

theMalaysian industry supplyingmost of the world’s medical examination gloves—63 per cent in 2020 (Hutchinson &

Bhattacharya, 2020)—and almost all gloves used by theUnited Kingdom’s NHS both before and during the COVID-19

pandemic (Dallas et al., 2021; EuropeanWorking Group on Ethical Public Procurement, Medical Fair & Ethical Trade

Group & BritishMedical Association, 2016).

The study concentrates on labour issues associated with the presence of forced labour, defined by the Interna-

tional Labour Organization (ILO) (2014) as ‘all work or service which is exacted from any person under the men-

ace of any penalty and for which the said person has not offered himself [sic] voluntarily’.1 Forced labour is aligned,

though not synonymous, withmodern slavery, which is understood as ‘the severe exploitation of other people for per-

sonal or commercial gain’ through methods including violence, threats, indebtedness and manipulation of a person’s

legal status, such as threats of deportation (Anti-Slavery International, 2021). We acknowledge critical scholarship
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recognizing that various forms of unfree labour are embedded in, rather than separate from, the capitalist space econ-

omy (Brass, 2014; Rioux et al., 2020).

Following an outline of critical perspectives on global value chains,2 modern slavery and forced labour, and respon-

sible public procurement, which inform our paper’s analysis, and scene-setting regarding the production of medi-

cal gloves in Malaysia and UK sourcing networks, the paper will address four sets of questions in turn and as fol-

lows: (i) How have global value chains for medical gloves responded to, and been reshaped by, significantly increased

demand during the COVID-19 pandemic? (ii) How have forced labour issues in the Malaysian medical gloves sector

been affected by the pandemic and pressure on production? (iii) In what ways has the COVID-19 crisis rendered these

labour issues more visible to the public and industry practitioners? (iv) How is responsibility for labour standards in

the sector refracted through the pandemic, how is it being re-articulated through the shifting balance of power in the

global value chain, andwith what remaining shortcomings?

RESEARCH METHODS

Thepaper drawsonmulti-sited,mixed-methods research conducted, for themost part remotely, during theCOVID-19

crisis and specifically between August 2020 and April 2021. It was funded by the Modern Slavery and Human Rights

Policy and Evidence Centre and the Arts and Humanities Research Council in the United Kingdom. The study took a

whole supply chain approach and is informedbykey actors inMalaysia and in theUnitedKingdom.Datawere collected

bymeans of an interview-based surveywith 1491workers employed acrossmultiple largeMalaysian glovesmanufac-

turing companies and identified through the team’s established networks (corporate details not provided, to protect

the anonymity of participants) and 14 semi-structured interviews with Malaysian medical gloves manufacturers, UK

government officials, suppliers and NHS procurement managers. Whilst the market for medical gloves manufactured

inMalaysia (thedominant locationof production) is global,with theUnited States representing the largestmarket (Top

Glove, 2021), wewill show that the United Kingdom is also a significant buyer influencing labour standards.

The survey, conducted in workers’ own languages andmostly online, covered questions focused on a wide range of

labour issues, including those corresponding to the following 11 ILO indicators of forced labour: abuse of vulnerability;

deception; restriction onmovement; isolation; physical and sexual violence; intimidation and threats; retention of identity doc-

uments; withholding of wages; debt bondage; abusive working and living conditions; and excessive overtime (Special Action

Programme to Combat Forced Labour, 2012). The survey also asked workers about the impacts of the pandemic on

their working and living conditions. Table 1 provides a breakdown of the survey sample by nationality and gender, with

TABLE 1 Breakdown of survey respondents by nationality and gender10

Nationality Number (% of total) Number (%)male

Nepal 653 (44%) 601 (92%)

Bangladesh 598 (40%) 594 (99%)

Indonesia 105 (7%) 25 (24%)

Myanmar 49 (3%) 19 (39%)

Malaysia 35 (2%) 18 (51%)

Vietnam 28 (2%) 0 (0%)

India 10 (0.7%) 10 (100%)

Pakistan 9 (0.6%) 9 (100%)

Sri Lanka 4 (0.3%) 4 (100%)

Grand Total 1491 1280 (86%)
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TABLE 2 List of corporate and government interview sources (named if requested)

InterviewCode Role of Interviewee Date

Medical glovesmanufacturers

M1 QualityManager 05/03/21

M2 Sales &MarketingManager 23/03/21

M3 Social ResponsibilityManager 21/04/21

Medical gloves suppliers/intermediaries

S1 Manager 30/03/21

S2 Director 26/03/21

S3 Sales &MarketingManager 31/03/21

Procurement representatives

P1 (NHS Supply Chain 1) Category Tower Director 01/03/21

P2 (NHS Supply Chain 2) SustainabilityManager 05/03/21

P3 Director of Procurement 24/02/21

P4 CategoryManager 22/03/21

P5 Director of Procurement 08/03/21

Government Departments

G1 Role Not Provided 08/04/21

G2 Role Not Provided 29/04/21

G3 Coordinator (x2) 19/03/21

most participants being male (1280) and from Bangladesh and Nepal (1251), reflecting the demographic composition

of theworkforce in this sector according to corporate interviewees (see also Low, 2020 for statistics onmigrantwork-

ers in Malaysia by country of origin and sector). Data from the workers’ survey were used to generate descriptive

statistics on the pattern and extent of issues connected to the forced labour indicators (Bhutta et al, 2021).3

The semi-structured interview questions for government and supply chain actorswere designed to understand the

manufacture, supply and procurement ofmedical gloves both before and during the pandemic; labour standards spec-

ified in contracts and how these aremonitored; legislation affecting gloves production and procurement; and perspec-

tives on the opportunities for, and barriers to, positive change regarding labour standards in the Malaysian medical

gloves sector. Table 2 presents a list of these interview sources and the codes referred to in the paper. Data from these

interviews were first coded into themes, and content then scrutinized to understand and connect these themes.

CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON GLOBAL VALUE CHAINS, FORCED LABOUR AND
RESPONSIBLE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT

Our specific questions on global value chains and labour issues in themedical gloves sector are all pitched at the inter-

section of three themes in the social sciences—the changing organizational and regulatory geographies of production

and trade; the tackling of modern slavery and forced labour in the global economy; and responsibilities of the state (as

an influential buyer) for labour standards through its procurement aswell as its regulatory roles.We reflect onhowthe

COVID-19 crisis is implicated in all three of these areas, following Gibson’s (2021) notion that the pandemic presents

not simply as a single event with linear effects, but rather operates through the histories, geographies and trajectories

of multiple challenges and crises.
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Global value chains

There is a large social science literature capturing the geographies and organization of supply chains through an era of

global economic liberalization, structural adjustment, deregulation and export-orientated industrialization in the lat-

ter part of the 20th century and early part of the 21st. Conceptual frameworks of Global Commodity Chains (GCCs)

(Gereffi, 1994), Global Value Chains (GVCs) (Gereffi et al., 2005) and Global Production Networks (GPNs) (Coe et al.,

2004) have been influential in mapping global supply chains for a wide range of sectors through this era, from con-

sumer goods to traditional commodities, and theorizing the workings of power in those supply chains. That work has

captured the power and influence of corporate ‘lead firms’ in dictating the terms and conditions of global networks of

production and supply, particularly in consumer goods sectors. However, more recent work has paid greater attention

to the influence of the state—as facilitator, regulator, producer and buyer (Horner, 2017). Until very recently there has

been a dearth of work on the public sector’s global supply chains, and yet the frameworks have much to offer their

scrutiny.

There is no space in the paper to review the relative merits of the different frameworks; detailed reviews abound

elsewhere (see, for example, Bair, 2008). Whilst we acknowledge that each framework has something to offer

analysis, in this paper we adopt the terminology and insights of the GVC framework. We do so in part because of the

framework’s focus on governance, attending to the organizational forms, inter-firm linkages and modes of coordi-

nation through which power and influence operate in the supply chain (Gereffi et al., 2005). We also do so because

recent papers assessing the dynamics of PPE supply chains during the COVID-19 pandemic have tended to work

with GVC framings (Dallas et al., 2021; Gereffi, 2020), offering analytical consistency. GVC scholarship previously

critiqued for being firm-centric more recentlymakes room for the state and other non-firm actors such as civil society

organizations. The notion of ‘multi-polar governance’ added to GVC theorization is particularly important in this

regard. It suggests that value chains can be characterized not only by unipolar governance, for example ‘where “lead

firms” play a dominant role in shaping the chain’, but also by multipolar governance involving a ‘plurality of drivers

and driving mechanisms’ both within and external to the chain (Ponte & Sturgeon, 2014, p. 215). This is pertinent

to labour standards in the medical gloves sector, which we show to be shaped by multiple state and corporate

influences.

In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, GVC and other cognate scholarship speculates on the possible demise of global

value chains that for several decades have been the emblem of the neoliberal economy (Free &Hecimovic, 2021). The

economic impacts of the pandemic appear to be increasing broader geopolitical momentum for protectionism and

strategies aimed at onshoring or reshoring and automatingmanufacturing (Gereffi, 2020). However, we followGereffi

(2020) and Dallas et al. (2021) in acknowledging the ongoing relationships between global value chains and the influ-

ence of nation states, rather than suggesting a future where global value chains either prevail or wither. Dovetailing

with Gibson’s (2021) sense of COVID-19 operating through other challenges and shifts, Gereffi (2020) acknowledges

that the pandemic works through broad-scale geo-economic changes reshaping the organization of production and

trade, including the 2008–2009 recession, theUS–China tradewar and the rise of economic nationalism over the past

fewyears.Wewould add theprocess and impacts ofBrexit to that list in the context ofUKpublic procurement—during

the pandemic, Brexit meant that the United Kingdom operated outside of the EuropeanUnion’s (EU’s) organization of

PPE procurement (seeWise, 2021). Through these changes, Gereffi (2020) foresees a degree of onshoring and signif-

icant automation in the future, but also a growth in ‘near-shoring’ and regional supply chains. He sees a continuation,

though not further expansion, of global value chains and suggests that moves to foster their resilience will require

more focus on inventory holding and will also benefit from tightening regulation on the part of governments in both

purchasing and producing countries, alongside stronger partnerships in the supply chain. We pick up the implications

of some of these current and future shifts in our analysis of medical glove value chains and labour issues, but for a

broader discussion of reshoring and implications of COVID-19 for global supply chains, see Vanchan et al. (2018) and

Bryson and Vanchan (2020), respectively.
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Understanding modern slavery and forced labour in the global economy

‘Modern slavery’ since the late 1990s has become the rubric under which policymakers, non-governmental organiza-

tions (NGOs) and other advocates address the worst forms of labour exploitation. Advocates’ emphasis has been on

eradicating modern slavery from the global economy, including in global value chains, and focused on identification of

victims, their rescue and rehabilitation. In this ‘global politics of rescue’, modern slavery is understood within a crimi-

nal justice framework of perpetrators and victims, and eradication efforts often packagedwith anti-human trafficking

(McGrath & Watson, 2018). The related term ‘forced labour’ also has gained prominence since, and is conceived by

anti-slavery advocates as one form ofmodern slavery (Brace &O’Connell Davidson, 2018). The ILO’s 11 forced labour

indicators have subsequently become a key framing for improving working conditions (Lerche, 2007).

Suggested in the critical literature on the framing of modern slavery and forced labour is a fundamental conceptu-

alization ofmodern slavery/forced labour within a binary of unfree/free, either enslaved or freely employed (LeBaron,

2015). Critics argue thatmodern slavery sits squarelywithin the normal operations of capitalism as one formof labour

control among many (Rioux et al., 2020), and the complexity of employment relations entail a fine gradation of freely

chosen employment along a spectrum rather than a dichotomy.

Pertinent to our research is the observation that the criminal justice framing ofmodern slavery elides the structural

determinants of unfree labour relations such as social relations of inequality and debt (LeBaron, 2014; LeBaron, 2015;

Natarajan et al., 2020). The issue of debt, for instance, illustrates key dynamics through which people are ‘adversely

incorporated’ as ‘unfree’ labour into the global economy (Phillips, 2013). Migrant workers may take on debt to enable

foreign employment. They may be compelled to do so by structural conditions of poverty and inequality and with

resulting debt bondage.

States can actively construct unfree labour vulnerabilities through regulation of labour mobility, labour markets

andbusinesses (LeBaron&Phillips, 2019), for example, restrictive visa conditions candiscouragedocumentedworkers

from leaving abusive conditions. Labour market intermediaries such as recruitment agencies and labour subcontrac-

tors also figure prominently in discussions of unfree labour (Barrientos, 2013). Labour subcontracting can blur lines

of responsibility for ensuring labour rights, with subcontractedworkers often employed onworse conditions.Migrant

workers are especially susceptible due to a vast ‘migration industry’ (Gammeltoft-Hansen & Nyberg Sørensen, 2013;

Sarkar, 2017, p. 187), including recruitment fees andwork permit costs.

Responsible public procurement: Confronting modern slavery/forced labour through
state purchasing?

In the realm of UK legislation, the terminology of modern slavery has been used in recent years to begin to address

labour issues at a national and global scale. The 2015 UKModern Slavery Act places transparency obligations on pri-

vate businesses to disclose their exposure and mitigation activities to modern slavery. Amongst the many criticisms

of the UKModern Slavery Act is the exclusion of the public sector and its substantial buying power. Proposed amend-

ments would require public bodies with budgets over £36 million to produce statements, but at the time of writing

there is no definite timetable for amending legislation. Using public procurement rules to support political goals is a

commonoccurrence, including strategies to (re)localize production, though the intention of public procurement policy

is not easily aligned with the stimulation of the desired effects in supplier practices (Harland, et al., 2019). Methven

O’Brien andMartin-Ortega (2019), as part of an edited collection on public procurement and labour standards, iden-

tify both opportunities and challenges when it comes to leveraging state purchasing power for social good in global

supply chains.

In the face of widespread labour issues in its global supply chains, the private sector has witnessed responsible

sourcing initiatives and introduced ethical codes of conduct to address social sustainability including the mitigation

of modern slavery. For critique of their effectiveness, see for example LeBaron et al. (2017). Public procurement
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F IGURE 1 Medical examination gloves value chain for NHS England before the COVID-19 pandemic

however has not kept pace, despite the accountability of public bodies, and only recently attention has begun to shift

towards the impacts that public procurement can have on the occurrence ofmodern slavery in value chains, both local

and global, and on human and labour rights abuses more broadly (OECD, 2020). Coupled with a cost focus in recent

decades of UK public procurement, its value chains and due diligence mechanisms have been largely unprepared and

faced significant challenges during the COVID-19 pandemic (National Audit Office, 2020). Despite this new interest

to mitigate modern slavery in public procurement, public buyers are mainly limited to exercising pressure on first-tier

suppliers to undertake action, as public procurement departments currently do not have the capabilities to manage

value chains in a way that the private sector does (Hughes et al., 2019).

GLOBAL VALUE CHAINS FOR MEDICAL GLOVES BEFORE THE PANDEMIC: UK
SOURCING NETWORKS AND MALAYSIAN PRODUCTION

Sourcing medical gloves for the UK’s NHS

To capture the geography of networks and organizational dynamics of supply chains for medical examination gloves,

the GVC framework is instructive. Whilst production of some of the more technologically complex PPE and medical

equipment is located in somemiddle to high income countries, production for relatively simple PPE commodities takes

place predominantly in regions of low-cost production (BritishMedical Association, 2021;Gereffi, 2020; Sandler et al.,

2018). This is the case for medical gloves, with more than half the world’s production located inMalaysia (Dallas et al,

2021). Unlike many consumer goods industries, for simple PPE commodities including medical gloves, value chains

are characterized neither by corporate ‘lead firm’ buying power, nor by models of direct purchasing where relations

between buyers and producers can sometimes be close. Rather, they are marked by long and complex linkages and

arms-length relationships where intermediary suppliers can hold sway (Gereffi (2020). Figure 1 depicts these frag-

mented value chains between Malaysia and the United Kingdom prior to the pandemic, taking procurement for NHS

England as a focus.

Pre-pandemic, procurement of PPE and other medical equipment, including medical examination gloves, for use in

theNHS in Englandwas predominantly conducted byNHS Supply Chain on behalf of hospital trusts, regional hubs and

other healthcare organizations. Procurement in other home nations was coordinated by National Services Scotland,

NHSWales and theDepartment ofHealth inNorthern Ireland.NHSSupplyChain performs sourcing and logistics roles

for the NHS, and since 2018 has been coordinated by Supply Chain Coordination Limited (SCCL), a managing organi-

zation owned by the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care.4 NHS Supply Chain organizes purchasing through
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11 Category Towers, with cost-saving as a major factor driving procurement (Interviews, M1, S1 and S3). Contracts

for supply of a product are issued through a competitive process, leading to framework agreements normally running

for 2 years with optional extension for a further 2 years (Interview, P1). Framework agreements are typically issued

across many suppliers (intermediaries/distributors), some of whom organize production from within their own cor-

porate structures and some of whom contract production out to outside manufacturing firms. Whereas NHS trusts

can technically procure items independently, in practice NHS Supply Chain supplies around 95 per cent of goods to

England (including gloves). Medical examination gloves are purchased through Category Tower 2—Sterile Intervention

Equipment and Associated Consumables, and prior to the pandemic, annual supplywas estimated at 2 billion units (Inter-

view, G1, P1).

The contract tendering process in England, as for thewhole of theUnitedKingdom, is framedby the2015UKPublic

Contracts Regulation, which in turn is shaped by theWorld TradeOrganization General Procurement Agreement and

by EU Procurement Directives, which seek to support fair, transparent and open competition. There have been long-

standing provisions and guidelines on incorporating labour standards into the NHS procurement process. The Ethical

Procurement for Health workbook was launched in 2011 (second edition 2017) by the British Medical Association,

the Department of Health (now Department of Health and Social Care) and the NHS Sustainable Development Unit,

and provides guidelines on inclusion of labour rights protection into contracts (Sustainable Development Unit et al.,

2017). Furthermore, NHS Supply Chain instigated a Labour Standards Assurance System (LSAS) in 2012, with four

levels of progress from ‘Foundation’ to ‘Progressive’ based on suppliers’ incorporation of labour issues into purchas-

ing policies and practice, including monitoring, corrective action and review (Sandler et al., 2018). Suppliers under a

Framework Agreement are expected to reach at least Level 1 after 6 months of contract award, and at least Level 2

after 18months (Interview, P1). Assessment is largely desk-based, but pre-pandemic required suppliers to arrange an

annual independent audit of labour standards of their sub-contracted manufacturers (Interview, P2). The 2014 revi-

sions to EUProcurementDirectivesmade it possible to include sustainability and social criteria in contracts, which are

incorporated into the 2015UK Public Contracts Regulations.

At the time of writing, there is a Green Paper under consultation on Transforming Public Procurement and Govern-

ment plans for a Procurement Bill, with the objective of simplifying and speeding up public procurement, emphasizing

value for money, flexibility in adding new suppliers to contracts and a reference to ‘social value’ in the Green Paper

(although it is unclear how that will be incorporated into policy and procedure) (Interview, G2). Overall, in terms of

labour standards in medical value chains, the GVC notion of multipolar governance is pertinent, given that influence

derives from a blend of these state (including intra-state relations), commercial and third sector ‘driving mechanisms’

both within and outside of the chain (Ponte & Sturgeon, 2014, p. 215).

Production, employment and labour regulation in Malaysia

The Malaysian gloves sector began the production of nitrile synthetic rubber gloves in the 1990s (Lebdioui, 2020).

More than 250 companies were established by 1990, dropping to under 100 by 2005 after the impacts of the

1997/1998 financial crisis. The industry consolidated further and is now dominated by a small number of key compa-

nies. The ‘Big Four’ responsible for the majority of gloves production are Top Glove, Hartalega, Kossan and Supermax

(Bengtsen, 2021b), with a second tier of smaller manufacturers (Hutchinson & Bhattacharya, 2020). Many medical

gloves factories operate within the Klang Valley area encompassing parts of Selangor and Kuala Lumpur. By 2020

at the onset of the pandemic, the Malaysian medical gloves sector accounted for 63 per cent of the global market

in medical gloves (Phoonphongphiphat, 2021). TheMalaysian Rubber Gloves Manufacturers Association (MARGMA)

estimated that in 2019 the Malaysian rubber gloves industry employed 71,800 people of whom 39 per cent (28,000)

were Malaysian nationals and 61 per cent (43,800) were foreign migrants (Hutchinson & Bhattacharya, 2020). Con-

temporary production, though still predominantly located in Malaysia, is now highly automated across the sector so

that most migrant workers are employed in packing and quality control roles, earning basic rates of pay.
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The main piece of legislation regulating industrial relations in Malaysia is the 1955 Employment Act,5 incorporat-

ing provisions on contracts, wages, working time, labour contractors and the employment of foreign workers. The Act

applies to all employees, inclusive of migrant workers,6 and addresses issues associated with forced labour indicators

including excessive overtime, contract substitution, withholding of wages, debt bondage and abusive living and work-

ing conditions. The ImmigrationAct 1959/1963 and the Immigration Regulations 1963 governmigrantworkers’ entry

and stay in the country. All non-citizens require an entry permit or pass to enterMalaysia. Migrant workers are issued

with a Visit Pass (Temporary Employment) (VP TE), on condition of passing the ForeignWorkers’Medical Examination

(FOMEMA). THE VP TE enables a stay of 12 months after which it must be renewed if the worker remains in employ-

ment. The Immigration Regulations prohibit a change of employer or employment, meaning that a migrant worker’s

VP TE is tied to a single employer and workers are unable to change their employer. There have been points at which

the Bangladeshi government has sought to eliminate recruitment brokers and the Nepalese government has sought

to prevent their workers frommoving to work inMalaysia due to concerns over high recruitment fees leading to debt

bondage. TheMalaysian government has also implementedbans onBangladeshiworkers due to similar concerns (Low,

2020), but fees have continued to be paid by workers to recruitment agencies, often via brokers, to seek employment

in the sector (Upsana Khadka, 2020a, 2020b). The Employment Act provides that contracts of service do not prevent

any employee from joining trade unions or participating in their activities.7 However, under the Federal Constitution,

only citizens have the right to form associations. There is thus a limited political role for organized labour.

CONFRONTING FORCED LABOUR IN GLOBAL VALUE CHAINS FOR MEDICAL GLOVES
DURING THE PANDEMIC

Increased demand, accelerated sourcing and the shifting balance of power in the value
chain

Through the COVID-19 pandemic, the consumption of medical examination gloves in the NHS increased at an

unprecedented rate. We focus in these sections on the value chains supplying the NHS in England, where annual use

went from around 2 to 7.5 billion units (Interview, G1).With similar increases across theworld, colossal demand over-

whelmed established procurement systems and global value chains. In England, as demand overwhelmed NHS Sup-

ply Chain in Spring 2020, an exceptional move was made with the Department of Health and Social Care stepping in

to manage additional procurement. Whilst contracts in the Framework Agreement, complete with the due diligence

checks already in place, continued to be handled by NHS Supply Chain with existing suppliers and their outsourced

manufacturing base, a parallel supply chain was also set up by the Department of Health and Social Care. To enable

this, Regulation 32 of the UK Public Contracts Regulations 2015 was triggered. This exempted contracting organiza-

tions from following usual procurement procedures and timetables and allowed new contracts (some 45) to be nego-

tiated and set up urgently (Interviews, G1 and P1). Medical examination gloves have been demand managed through

this process, effectively operating a ‘push model’ (Interview, P2), whereby trusts have little to no choice regarding

which brands of gloves they are receiving (Interviews, P5 and P6). In the case of the parallel supply chain, due diligence

was conducted but muchmore rapidly than in the case of a normal contract and often working through governmental

institutions such as embassies and high commissions to check onmanufacturers’ credentials and ensuring swiftly that

those contracts hadmodern slavery statements embedded in them (Interview, G1). Figure 2 depicts the supply chains

for medical examination gloves for the NHS in England during the pandemic.

From the manufacturers’ side, the pandemic created massive demand for gloves and resulted in price increases,

which quadrupled according to some manufacturing interviewees (Interviews, M1, M2). This created a spot mar-

ket and price escalation, with pricing power moving significantly to manufacturers. Moreover, purchasers no longer

delayed payments (Interview, M3), which can reduce incentives to change labour practices (Interview, M1). The allo-

cation of gloves by manufacturers and first-tier suppliers appears to have been governed in part by longer-term
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F IGURE 2 Medical examination gloves value chain for NHS England in the COVID-19 pandemic

economic strategic logic and in part by an ethical discourse, with manufacturers reporting prioritization of long-

standing customers as a strategic consideration but also with reference to loyalty and avoiding price-escalating spot

markets (Interviews, M1, S2).

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused the Malaysian medical gloves industry to grow at an unprecedented rate. In

2019 MARGMA predicted a growth rate for the global industry of 12 per cent for 2020, to reach production of 300

billion pieces by the end of the year and Malaysian companies expected to produce 188 billion of this (Hutchinson &

Bhattacharya, 2020). The Ministry of Trade and Industry announced in September 2020 a revised estimated demand

of 330 billion units, with Malaysia to produce 220 billion of those (Malay Mail, 2020). Demand in 2021 was expected

to increase further to 420 billion pieces with Malaysia expecting to supply 280 billion of that total (Reuters, 2021a).

The global market was estimated to have a value of US$30.9 billion in 2020.8 Malaysia’s earnings from gloves exports

increased by 103 per cent in 2020, more than doubling to RM35.3 billion ($8.6 billion) (Reuters, 2021a).

Through the pandemic there has therefore been a dramatic shift in the balance of power towards the manufactur-

ers. Record profits have beendocumented,with TopGlove reporting revenue ofUS$1.8 billion in 2020,whichwas a 51

per cent increase from the previous year. In terms of pricing, a box of 100 nitrile gloves cost US$32 in 2021 compared

withUS$3 before COVID-19 (Tognini, 2021).What had previously been a buyer’smarket swiftly became a seller’s and

this put decision making about distribution, pricing and payment terms more firmly in the hands of manufacturers. In

many cases, this switch in influence has operated through existing, fragmented supply chains and contracts. But it also

has worked through the parallel supply chain set up by the Department of Health and Social Care, where traditional

forms of contracting have been bypassed (Gereffi, 2020). The achievements of themedical gloves sector in responding

to theCOVID-19 crisis have been referred to as an example of ‘adaptive and effective’ global value chains (Dallas et al.,

2021, p. 8). But against this backdrop of success, there are questions about the implications for labour.

Labour under pressure: Entrenched and deepening forced labour issues

The pandemic increased demand for workers to meet rising medical gloves production needs. At the same time, it has

made it difficult to hire new workers due to the government freezing foreign labour recruitment as part of restric-

tions to contain the virus. The industry is reported to need growth of 32 per cent in its workforce, or 25,000 workers
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(Hutchinson&Bhattacharya, 2021). In September 2020,MARGMAannounced industry concerns that the shortage of

workers would negatively affect export earnings (Reuters, 2020). Firms have turned in part to increased automation

and hiring of local workers, despite their higher wages, to address the shortage (Hutchinson & Bhattacharya, 2021).

The government has attempted to promote employment of citizens during the crisis. To do so in July 2020, it prohib-

ited the hiring of migrants in all but three sectors—agriculture, construction and plantation work. However, in August

2020 the restriction was lifted. New migrant recruits were still prohibited, but businesses could hire Malaysia-based

migrant workers who had lost jobs due to the pandemic (Khadka, 2020a).

Turning to conditions of work and using the eleven ILO Forced Labour Indicators (ILO, 2014) as reference points,

our research finds evidence of labour issues associated with the presence of forced labour in the sector during the

pandemic. Some issues identified around six indicators—abuse of vulnerability, deception, physical and sexual violence,

intimidation and threats, retention of identity documents andwithholding of wages—are present and longstanding, though

not significantly altered by the pandemic. Other issues associated with restriction on movement, isolation, abusive work-

ing and living conditionsand excessive overtime, are also longstanding but havebeenexacerbatedby thepandemic, either

through the direct health and safety risks of COVID-19 or from the pressures placed on production by increased

global demand for gloves. Issues connected to one indicator—debt bondage—have improved during the pandemic.Debt

bondage is longstanding and has received more attention during the crisis with attempts made at redress, for reasons

highlighted in the next sections.

Regarding the set of longstanding labour issues associated with abuse of vulnerability, deception, physical and sexual

violence, intimidation and threats, retention of identity documents and withholding of wages, the restrictive conditions of

work permits, which tie workers to one employer and the preference for workers to serve 3 years unless they pay

their way out, heightenworker vulnerability. Regarding deception, deceptive acts aremost evident at the recruitment

stage. Our evidence pertains to workers recruited pre-pandemic and with the migrant recruitment freeze in place,

new instances of workers realizing deception on arrival in Malaysia will have decreased. The effects of pre-pandemic

deceptive practices remained evident through 2020 as described above. Our research did not extend to the actions of

migrationbrokers inworkers’ homecountries during thepandemic, andweareunable to confirm if deceptive practices

ceased there with the recruitment pause. Our evidence indicates deception as a systemic feature of recruitment pro-

cesseswhichwill likely begin againwhen foreign recruitment is restarted.Workers can be promised or accept terms of

employment concerning wages, working hours, job roles and working and living conditions during recruitment, which

differ from the actual terms of employment when they arrive in country. How deception within recruitment operates

in a world where there is greater scrutiny of gloves supply chains will be an area for close observation.

Concerning physical or sexual violence, 6 per cent of surveyed workers report that they have experienced this.

Regarding intimidation and threats, before migrating almost a third of surveyed workers reported that their recruit-

ment agency via brokers had threatened or intimidated them to prevent them from speaking about recruitment

fees. Post-migration, workplace intimidation is centred around ensuring productivity and inhibiting workers from

raising individual and collective grievances—18 per cent of the surveyed workers did not feel comfortable report-

ing grievances. Concerning the retention of identity documents, 60 per cent of surveyed workers reported that their

recruitment agency and/or the associated brokers had kept their passports (for between 4 months and a year) whilst

processing their job applications, with the issue being felt most severely by Bangladeshi workers. Eight percent of

workers surveyed had their passports kept by the company from upwards of 13 months. This highlights the role of

mediating recruitment agencies in creating some of the labour problems.Withholding of wages does not appear to be

amajor issue in the industry, although some irregularities may occur.

In terms of the labour issues associatedwith forced labour indicators that have beenmost clearly intensified by the

pandemic, oneareahasof course concerned restrictionsonmovement. Longstanding restrictionsonmovementmainly

concern the difficulties workers experience in leaving contracts, as explained above in terms of abusing workers’ vul-

nerability. Glove companies usually pay for the yearly work visa only if a worker works until the end of it, otherwise

workers are responsible for the cost.Moreover, almost a thirdof surveyedworkers signedadocument stating that they

cannot leave their job before the end of the contract. There is also evidence that COVID-19 and the worker shortage
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has been decreasing the ability of some workers to take leave. Forty-two percent of surveyed workers reported not

being able to take leave freely without the payment of a deposit, and medical leave was also difficult to obtain. Isola-

tion was also exacerbated during the pandemic, as both factories and workers’ accommodation are often located in

difficult to reach zones, in industrial areas located relatively far from the city. In terms of working and living condi-

tions during the pandemic, most workers surveyed were generally comfortable with the safety of working conditions.

Accommodation, however, has been a key issue of concern, with more than half of surveyed workers reporting it to

be congested. Crowded accommodation also leads to other problems, including a lack of privacy, not having enough

toilets and overheating. In late 2020, the industrywas hit by a series of COVID-19 outbreaks affecting factories across

the sector, with thousands of cases among workers. TheMalaysian government identified overcrowded and substan-

dard dormitories as a key reason for the outbreaks (Reuters, 2021b).

Regarding overtime work, our research confirmed long working hours. Those surveyed worked a mean average of

12.02 h a day. Twelve hours is the longest working time (exclusive of breaks) permissible under Malaysian law. Work-

ers report that overtime ismandatory and are oftenwell-disposed to this, as they view it as an opportunity to increase

earnings. However, even with these long hours permissible in law, some evidence suggests that workers were pushed

over these limits during the pandemic. Eight percent (119) of surveyed workers reported working 14 h as the longest

continuous time worked. Some workers in the survey indicated working even longer hours, up to 15 h (six workers),

16 h (four) and even 18 h (one). Moreover, many workers in our survey reported not receiving their statutory entitle-

ment of a rest day per week. Aworking week of 6 days or a workmonth of 26 days is the legal maximum, with workers

entitled to a rest day each week, totalling four a month. More than half of surveyed workers reported receiving this

within the 3months prior to the survey date. However, 10 per cent reported receiving no days off, 31 per cent just one

day off a month and a further 4 per cent either 2 or 3 days.

One indicator of forced labour—debt bondage—has been longstanding and a major problem in the Malaysian med-

ical gloves sector, but which has improved during the pandemic. High recruitment fees, often paid by workers taking

out loans, mean that workers are tied to their employer at least until debt is repaid. More than half of the surveyed

workers report taking out a loan at an average amount of $2560. Indebtedworkers indicate an average time to pay off

loans of 11.7 months. This demonstrates that, particularly in the first year of their employment, many workers in the

medical gloves industry are at a high risk of debt bondage. Gereffi’s (2020) observation about the imperatives of PPE

production to seek out and engender low-cost production would support the view that debt bondage is an example

of forced labour embedded in the capitalist logics of these global value chains (Phillips, 2013). A quarter of surveyed

workers, however, reported receiving some reimbursement of fees from their company at the time of survey in the

pandemic, andwe explain some of the reasons for this in the following sections.

PPE in the spotlight: Increasing the visibility of forced labour

In terms of how the pandemic has effected change of varying kinds, including positive as well as negative impacts, it

is salutary to observe the role of media and advocacy work, as well as academic engagement, in placing issues such as

labour rights violations on commercial and public agendas. Significant attention has been paid in the GVC and related

literature to the agency of exposés and consumer and civil society campaigns in compelling ‘lead firms’, often high-

profile brands, to develop and improve labour codes of conduct and social auditing for their supply chains (Hughes

et al., 2008).

In the case of the public sector’s supply chains prior to the pandemic, including those of the UK’s NHS, the roles of

critical journalism and campaigning have been limited in effecting change, though the influence of the Medical Fair

and Ethical Trade Group of the British Medical Association has been important. An explanation for this is the low

risk posed by stories of poor labour standards to purchasing organizations’ reputations, where PPE and other medical

commodities are low-profile, intermediate goods andwhen theNHSandbroader public bodies have appeared to come

under less scrutiny for their procurement roles thanbuyers in consumer goods sectors. Another explanation is that the
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fragmented and arms-length global value chains, where the intermediary supplying firms have largely held sway, have

the effect of distributing responsibility andmaking it difficult to knowwhere the critical spotlight should shine. In light

of those explanations, what has changed through the pandemic?

First, PPE as intermediate goods became exceptionally high profile very swiftly, as they became so vital to the con-

trol of COVID-19 transmission. Second, the shift in the balance of power towards the manufacturers and attention to

the dominant locality of production, Malaysia, made for a clearer focus of attention. Labour rights activists have for

some time been drawing attention to issues in theMalaysian production of medical gloves (EuropeanWorking Group

on Ethical Public Procurement, Medical Fair & Ethical Trade Group & British Medical Association, 2016), as well as

some articles in the media (see, for example, Bengtsen, 2019; Ellis-Petersen, 2018), but through the pandemic these

stories received more airtime as PPE’s profile rose and the record profits of the manufacturers could be more shock-

ingly juxtaposed with cases of poor working conditions.

News articles through the pandemic reported conditions of work in Malaysian factories producing medical gloves,

with manufacturers frequently named and direct links made to UK sourcing including for the NHS (Quinley, 2020).

Moreover, explicit references were made to ‘modern slavery’ (Lovett, 2021a, 2020b) and ‘forced labour’ (Pattisson,

2020b). Ongoing labour issues such as low wages (in some cases as little as £7 per day) and excessive working hours

were reported tobecontinuingduring the crisis (Pattisson, 2020a). Reports of passports being confiscatedand recruit-

ment fees continuing to be charged to migrant workers by agencies also featured, along with the risk to workers of

contracting and transmitting COVID-19 in the context of crowded worker accommodation and transportation (Hall,

2020). Channel 4 news covered the same issues in June and November in 2020, and news articles appeared interna-

tionally (Bengtsenen, 2021a; Harper, 2020). Allegations of labour rights abuses against Top Glove, one of the largest

Malaysian glovemanufacturers, heavily featured, discussed below. So how did this increased visibility of labour issues

and increasing strategic prioritization of PPE procurement affect the tackling of forced labour issues in value chains

for medical gloves, andwhat are the significant regulatory gaps and problems remaining?

Refracting responsibilities through crisis: Confronting labour issues through a
reconfigured global value chain

In England and covering the United Kingdom more broadly, supply chain interviewees reflected on weaknesses of

theNHS’s Labour Standards Assurance System (LSAS) that have becomemore exposed through the crisis. The system

was noted to be predominantly desk-based, despite incorporating an annual independent audit of factories, before the

COVID-19 outbreak. Through the pandemic, LSAS became even more desk-based and arms-length, with restrictions

on in-person audits and emergency procurement that side-stepped all but the most basic due diligence processes.

Moreover, in theMalaysianmedical gloves industry, an existing lackof transparency regarding audit results and limited

recognition within audits of high recruitment fees as a forced labour risk were noted as issues of concern (Bengsten,

2019).

Before the pandemic, NHS Supply Chain had been in the process of developing a more dynamic labour standards

system of assurance, which will build in more interactive features for contract management allowing NHS buyers to

reviewevidence provided by suppliers. The new systemwill also allowbuyers to communicatewith suppliers andwork

with them to improve any necessary areas (Interview, P2). In addition to LSAS revisions, the HomeOffice recently has

developed an e-learning module, targeted at PPE procurement due to its heightened significance, and has commis-

sioned practical guides for PPE buyers and suppliers to tacklemodern slavery (Impactt Limited, 2021).Moreover, pro-

posed amendments to theUK2015Modern SlaveryAct that currently omit public bodies inmodern slavery reporting,

and the outcome of the UKGovernment’s Transforming Public ProcurementGreen Paper and the planned Procurement

Bill also have some potential to effect positive change. Government developments, the impacts ofwhich have yet to be

seen, emanate from the combined forces of EU exit and critical attention to the procurement of medical goods in the

face of the pandemic.
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Beyond theEnglish andwiderUKcontext, the responseof theUSgovernment to forced labour in themedical gloves

sector during the pandemic, as well as beforehand, has been significant. The US Tariff Act 1930 ‘prohibits the impor-

tation of merchandise mined, produced or manufactured, wholly or in part, in any foreign country by forced or inden-

tured labor – including forced child labor’. In July 2020 and again in March 2021, the Customs and Border Protection

(CBP) issued aWithhold Release Order (WRO) against Top Glove due to findings of forced labour despite the ongoing

pandemic and high demand for gloves. To have the import ban lifted, the company has had to commit to addressing

forced labour and engage in remediation, withworkers receiving reimbursement of recruitment fees.9 The import ban

was lifted on Top Glove in mid-September 2021 (Bengtsen, 2021b). Addressing forced labour issues, most notably

through the repayment of recruitment fees to workers, has worked through this WRO mechanism in the US govern-

ment case, contrasting starkly with UK government approaches. Whilst the regulatory apparatus was active before

the pandemic, the cases have been higher in profile during the COVID-19 crisis. Significantly, remediation in the form

of recruitment fee repayment has been enabled by the record profits made by the manufacturers concerned. At the

time of writing, Australia and the EU are also looking to mirror this approach of import bans when forced labour is

found (Hurst, 2021; Reuters, 2021c).

For its part, the Malaysian government has attempted to address forced labour under the National Action Plan

on Anti-Trafficking in Persons 2016-2020, including enhanced ethical recruitment standards. The ILO stated how-

ever that the Plan’s activities were ‘insufficient to achieve significant results’ and cited the need for more holistic

action to address the ‘systemic vulnerabilities’ of high recruitment fees, unclear regulations of outsourcing compa-

nies, wage deductions and employer accountability (ILO, 2018). InMarch 2021 theMinistry of HomeAffairs launched

the National Action Plan on Anti-Trafficking in Persons 2021–2025 (NAPTIP 3.0) and it remains to be seen whether

it will improve on the drawbacks of its predecessor. Influenced by the critical media attention, Malaysian govern-

ment efforts during the pandemic have focused mainly on identifying and enforcing employers’ improvement of sub-

standard accommodation.

Overall, amidst the pandemic, evidence of endemic forced labour, worsening in the case of some indicators, shows

that current systems for addressing it are failing. The shift in the balance of power from the supplying intermediaries

and buyers to themanufacturers, and the ability ofmanufacturers to charge higher prices for gloves has not translated

sufficiently into remediation of forced labour, despite some attempts at redress, most notably through the US WRO

mechanism.

CONCLUSION

Our paper shows that COVID-19 amplified labour issues connected to forced labour and unethical practices in

Malaysia’s medical gloves sector. It cannot be claimed that COVID-19 caused this exploitation. Rather, practices such

as recruitment fees charged to migrant workers were already common and well documented before the COVID-19

pandemic. However, the pandemic has changed the settings inwhich this exploitation occurred, with respect to supply

chain actors and workers. COVID-19 has turned the commodity product of medical examination gloves to a strategi-

cally important product emotionally connected to overseas users. Buyers who were previously willing to ignore the

situation in the sector are facing questions on labour conditions despite the commonly accepted priority of supply

assurance.

Despite public sector procurement having a clear mandate to prevent modern slavery, forced labour and labour

exploitationmorewidely in their value chains, such political commitments have only rarely resulted in effective action.

This is particularly concerning as public buyers order large quantities of goods andwould have substantial leverage to

incentivize improvement in the sector. The UK’s NHS is a case in point. Our research highlights that more attention

needs to be given to the translation of political commitments into public procurement practice.

Our paper also challenges the view that manufacturers are pushed into using exploitative practices by buyers and

intermediary suppliers exerting their purchasing power. In themedical gloves sector, power has very clearly shifted to
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manufacturers during the pandemic and buyers were largely insensitive towards prices. Nevertheless, issues asso-

ciated with forced labour persisted and even deepened in some cases. Forced labour was, and is, normalized and

engrained in the purchasing practice and global value chains of PPE sectors, including the medical examination gloves

industry. Gibson’s (2021, p. 84) view of ‘multiple temporalities of vulnerability and resilience’ can help understand

some possible next steps. First, the significant purchasing power of governments must be leveraged in ways that

more meaningfully address labour issues in value chains, and perhaps that is more likely as we witness a broader

resurgence of the state. And second, as Gereffi (2020) has suggested, global value chain resilience post-pandemic

requires tightening legislation in all localities of the chain and strengthening partnerships between producing, supply-

ing andpurchasing nodes.Whilst domestic production of somePPE is developing, demandexceeds thatmanufacturing

capacity. Responsible public sector procurement involving global sourcing must therefore be combined with a debate

on national resilience and access to key products required through and beyond crisis. Such responsibility, we argue,

applies to all aspects of the global value chain, including labour standards.
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ENDNOTES
1 ILO’s Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29), Article 2 (1): http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:

12100:0::NO::P12100_ILO_CODE:C029 (accessedMay 5, 2021).
2 The paper uses the terms ‘global value chains’ to refer to cross-border supply chains, drawing on the conceptual frame-

work of Global Value Chains (GVCs) (Gereffi et al., 2005). We explain this use in the section of the paper outlining critical

perspectives. When referring to examples of global value chains in practice, we use the term ‘global value chains’. When

referring to the conceptual framework, we abbreviate to ‘GVC’.
3 These indicators represent the most severe labour rights violations, but we recognize that they are not synonymous with

all labour rights violations. Evidence of these indicators may represent labour rights infringements rather than definitive

forced labour, and conversely indicators may fail to capture other rights issues such as freedom of association, access to

collective bargaining or discrimination. Indicators should therefore be understood as signs or clues that there is a higher

likelihood of forced labour. It should also be borne inmind that practices can relate tomore than one indicator.
4 Publication Scheme—Supply Chain Coordination Limited (sccl.nhs.uk) (accessed September 16, 2021).
5 The Employment Act 1955 only applies to Peninsular Malaysia, with the states of Sabah and Sarawak on Borneo having

their own labour ordinances. The vast majority of medical gloves factories are located in PeninsularMalaysia.
6 Employment Act 1955, First Schedule, Subsection 2(1)
7 Employment Act 1955, s.8.
8 Global Medical GlovesMarket Report 2021:Malaysia is the dominant producer—U.S. market is estimated at $10.4 billion,

while China is forecast to grow at 14.6 per cent CAGR –Market-Reporter (accessed September 09, 2021).
9 CBP Issues Forced Labor Finding on Top Glove Corporation Bhd. U.S. Customs and Border Protection (accessed May 29,

2021).
10 Gender data weremissing for 7 participants.

http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO::P12100_ILO_CODE:C029
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO::P12100_ILO_CODE:C029
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